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 MaRRs  Champion 
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Congratulations to Mahir Malkan learner of TSGE Prep II  for
securing 2nd rank MaRRs National Championship 2021-22.
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Planning My Story
Activity

Believing in the power of originality, Grade V learners were encouraged to
visualise a story of their own and plan. They also were encouraged to

transfer these visualisations to creative doodles. It was undoubtedly an
enjoyable experience. Here are a few glimpses. 
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Montessori Baric Tablets -
Nursery & Prep I

In Montessori, we teach children how to differentiate between different weights
by using their tactile senses with special equipment, called Baric tablets. Baric
tablets are wooden tablets that are the same size, but different in weight and

color. It's actually the only Montessori sensorial material that isolates and refines
a child's baric sense(weight). The Baric Tablets is a pairing activity that not only

helps develop the child's sense of weight but is also an introduction to the
concept of density.
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Learning A to Z Feelings
- Grade I
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We all experience different feelings. A little inspiration is what our learners need to
push themselves and give their best in whatever they do. Grade I learners emerged
with varied words related to feelings from alphabet A – Z. All of them came up with
outstanding words. It was quite a thought-provoking and engaging learning
experiencefor them.
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Happy Times at TSGE
Grade IV

Happy times at TSGE 
#happychilren #happyus #happyTSGE
Here we see our children sharing what they feel when they’re at school. How
important is it to be grateful and happy for all that we have. Time to doodle the
good we have in & around us - Appreciation Station ❤ 
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Who says children can’t meditate? 
Here are our Grade I & Grade III children intensely involved

in stillness meditation during their life skills class-
Being still creates a breeding ground for mindfulness thereby
improving memory and bringing clarity. We need to cultivate

this habit in children at an early age so that in future they’ve
stronger cognitive & emotional intelligences.
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Life skills at TSGE
Grade I and Grade III
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Makar Sankranti Celebration
- Wonder Years

Completely absorbed in the festive spirit, students celebrated Makar Sankranti
with exuberance and fanfare. To mark the occasion, kite flying was one of the
major attractions enjoyed by everyone. It was a sight to behold as the children
raced up and down the field with cheerful faces, closely followed by a rainbow
of kites trailing behind them. As some of our children were busy testing their

kite flying skills, others were busy making groundnut tilguls. TSGE hopes that
experiencing different aspects of the festival, have encouraged our students to

be open-minded, tolerant, and respectful towards each other, embrace
differences and cherish similarities in their beliefs and  cultures.
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Force Meter Study -
Grade III
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Building scientists of Grade III were seen engrossed in learning about Force and
observing the related instruments
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CVC Words - Prep I
One of the favorite things about learners in school is watching them grow as

readers! From learning their letter sounds to be able to blend sounds together,
making the transition from letter sounds to reading words is a huge

accomplishment for our little readers. Here at TSGE it is a step-by-step process
teaching our learners about word families that will help them become more

efficient in decoding CVC words.
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Butterfly Lifecycle -
Nursery

Life Cycle of a butterfly - Nursery. 
Our littlest ones at TSGE get in the groove of learning about the Life Cycle of a

butterfly with a lot of excitement. 
The hands-on felt story script is used for story time and learners learn to present

the life of a butterfly using a flannel board. After introducing the story, the
learners also sequence the life cycle on the board.
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Cover Story Prediction
Writing - Grade II

Prediction of genre was one of the first skills taught to learners Grade II. In an
engaging activity they were encouraged to observe different book covers and
decide whether they were fiction or non-fiction. They were later engrossed in

predicting about the settings characters, and the problems that might be
encouraged by those characters in fiction books. Here are a few glimpses
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Pajama Party - Wonder
Years

What an amazing amalgamation of colorful pajamas, mushy pillows, soft toys, and
fun, during the ‘Pajama Party’ at TSGE, for the Wonder Years learners. Dressed up
in their snazziest night dresses and carrying their favorite soft toy for a sleepover

with their best friends, the children and their facilitators made the most of this day.
The highlight of the day: Bonfire with sing-along songs and Hot chocolate with

marshmallows 
The Play area was transformed into a haven of moon and stars with balloons and
bedding to go along with the decorations. The children swayed to their favorite
numbers, played games, watched a shadow puppet story, and pretended to sleep

along. The children were thrilled to play with their friends, and favorite toys, and
enjoyed their snacks!!

The objective behind the Pajama Party was to assert independence amongst
children, to develop social connections, and to inculcate the habit of sleeping

without their mommy. It was truly mesmerizing to see the little tots energetic and
cheerful.
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Pajama Party - Wonder
Years
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Cambridge Advanced
Career Guidance Session -

Grade X
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Choose a job you love, and you will never have to work a day in your life -
Conficius

Career guidance plays a very important role in the lives of all individuals, as it
helps in setting future goals and chooses career.

In order to pursue and move towards higher goals in life, Thakur School of
Global Education (Kandivali West) organised a *Careers Counselling session*
for Grade X students of Cambridge at TSGE on 21st January 2023. Valuable
insights on upcoming careers, opportunities, procedures to choose those
careers and detailed information on the various fields of designing a career
was given by a guest speaker from a leading counselling firm. Learners of
TSGE interacted with the speaker and cleared their understanding about
various careers that lie ahead.
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Republic Day Celebration
at TSGE

Patriotism consists not only in waving the flag, but in striving that our
country shall be righteous as well as strong.

 
The 74th Republic Day of India was celebrated at Thakur School of Global

Education alongwith our sister school TIS-ICSE with great patriotic zeal and
fervor. To mark the importance of this day, a small programme was

organized by our learners. which included Welcome speech, patriotic songs,
cultural dances and street play based on patriotism and fundamental rights. 

 
Our learners learnt the valuable lesson of being dutiful citizens towards our

beloved country.
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Republic Day Celebration
at TSGE
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FOLLOW US

Stay tuned for the Feb edition...

https://tsge.edu.in/

Thank You

https://instagram.com/thakurschoolofglobaleducation?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=
https://www.facebook.com/thakurschoolofglobaleducation/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/thakurschoolofglobaleducation/
https://youtube.com/c/ThakurSchoolofGlobalEducation
https://tsge.edu.in/

